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Destin's Hold
This book focuses on InterProfessional (IP) Team Training and Simulation, from basic concepts to the practical application of
IP in different healthcare settings. It thoroughly and comprehensively covers the role of simulation in healthcare, human
factors in healthcare, challenges to conducting simulation-based IP, logistics, and applications of simulation-based IP in
clinical practice. Supplemented by high-quality figures and tables, readers are introduced to the different simulation
modalities and technologies employed in IP team training and are guided on the use of simulation within IP teams. Part of
the authoritative Comprehensive Healthcare Simulation Series, InterProfessional Team Training and Simulation can be used
in training for a variety of learners, including medical students, residents, practicing physicians, nurses, and health-related
professionals.

Loving Zorn
USA Today Bestseller! The pets are back! Embrace the Romance: Pets in Space 2, featuring twelve of today's leading
Science Fiction Romance authors, brings you a dozen original stories written just for you! Join in the fun, from the Dragon
Lords of Valdier to a trip aboard award-winning author, Veronica Scott's Nebula Zephyr to journeying back to Luda where
Grim is King, for stories that will take you out of this world! Join New York Times, USA TODAY, and Award-winning authors
S.E. Smith, M.K. Eidem, Susan Grant, Michelle Howard, Cara Bristol, Veronica Scott, Pauline Baird Jones, Laurie A. Green,
Sabine Priestley, Jessica E. Subject, Carol Van Natta, and Alexis Glynn Latner as they share stories and help out HeroDogs.org, a charity that supports our veterans! 10% of all preorders and the first month's profits go to Hero-Dogs.org. Hero
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Dogs raises and trains service dogs and places them free of charge with US Veterans to improve quality of life and restore
independence.

Kirall's Kiss
Ral's Woman Ariel never knew aliens existed until she finds herself kidnapped and taken from Earth. When the Anzon
declare humans useless, she learns her fate prize for the winner of a brutal fight between large, muscled alien men. Ral is a
Zorn warrior. He has also been kidnapped by the Anzon, along withhis crew. Forced into slavery, he s got one thing on his
mind freeing his people. That is, until he sees the small human woman he s willing to fightto win. He doesn t just want her
body, he wants her heart forever. In the hands of a hot alien, Ariel is about to discover how pleasurable captivity can be.

Wolf's Capture
Robert Chester's "Loves Martyr, Or Rosalins Complaint" (1601)
Twin Dragons' Destiny
Cuba's Fight for Freedom, and the War with Spain
Assembling and Supplying the ISS
Dagger was sold into a fight ring where he s slowly going insane, clinging to a single hope: Jordan."

The Beast Prince
Abby discovers an alien spacecraft has crashed on her mountain and soon finds herself on an adventure to another world
with a dragon-shifting alien
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Choosing Riley: Sarafin Warriors Book 1
Lands of the Slave and the Free
Brody is a soldier who misses the excitement of the military and its missions. He retired to work as clan beta in Kodiak
Point. Talk about boring, until he's captured by a foreign enemy. Him, a prisoner? Not for long. This wolf will do anything in
order to get away-even if it involves seduction.

Capturing Cara: Dragon Lords of Valdier Book 2
A Beauty and the Beast short story with a thrilling twist. This sexy page-turner will turn the fairy tale on its head! Lisa
Tootles steps through an enchanted doorway. On the other side is a Prince that has been cursed. Sharden is running out of
time. Cursed before he was even born, he waits by the doorway for the one the witch said could break the spell. What he
gets is a curvy human woman who doesn’t have a clue that his world even existed, much less how to break a curse.
Internationally acclaimed S.E. Smith presents a new action-packed story full of romance and adventure. Brimming with her
signature humor, vivid scenes, and beloved characters, this book is sure to be another fan favorite! Main Content: 51 (5x8)
pages, 13,719 words

Caribou's Gift
Melina Franklin was barely sixteen when she and her grandfather were kidnapped from their small farm in Georgia by an
alien trader and sold to an Antrox mining asteroid in deep space. Mistaken for a young boy, she lives in fear of being found
out and sold. Her only companionship for the next four years is her grandfather and the Pactors, a large creature used for
hauling the mining ore that she takes care of. She dreams of the day when she and her grandfather will somehow escape
and return home to the rolling green hills of their farm.Calo and Cree Aryeh have been secured as the personal guards for
Creon Reykill's mate, Carmen Walker. The twin brothers are a rare species of dragon known for their fierceness in battle.
Born to the mystic dragon clan of the Northern Mountains, they have given their allegiance to the Dragon Lords vowing to
serve and protect the royal family and their new true mates. The brothers know they will never be able to have a true mate
of their own. Never in the history of their clan have twin dragons been able to find a mate capable of handling two male
dragons. They can only hope that they die in battle so they are not destined to be caged when the loneliness eventually
drives their dragons insane.The twin dragons are confused when two humans are discovered on an abandon asteroid mine.
The old man and his grandson appear normal enough but their dragons and their symbiots are driving them crazy, insisting
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the boy is their true mate. Neither know how to handle the other two parts of themselves or their need to remain close to
the boy. On top of that, the young human male refuses to have anything to do with either of them. He hides and avoids
them every time they get near him.Things become clearer when they discover Mel is really Melina. Unfortunately, finding
out their true mate is really a woman does little to change her feelings toward them. She is even more determined to return
to her world.When her wish comes true, the brothers know they have no choice but to kidnap her and hide her away. Can
they convince her to give them a chance at happiness or will she seek protection from the royal family they have vowed to
serve? If that is not bad enough, there is another who has his eye on their mate and will do whatever is necessary to keep
her – including killing the twin dragons who have claimed her first.

Comprehensive Healthcare Simulation: InterProfessional Team Training and Simulation
A Dragonling's Magical Christmas
Rylin thought he’d lost everything when his mate left him to bond with another. Then in a surprising twist of fate he
inherited the mantle of leadership. Now Rylin rules the Black Dracol but it’s a lonely life. With hopes of finding another
mate, he attends a mating party and finds the fates aren’t done with him yet. An Earth woman captures his heart with one
flash of her endearing smile and the open ability to laugh at herself. Not one single Dracol man had approached Dara
Fletcher and the few she made eye contact with rushed away. About to count her time a total lost, Dara stumbles into a
handsome Dracol who sweeps her off her feet. Literally. Dragon shifter, earth woman and alien hero, sci fi romance,
paranormal romance

Viper's Defiant Mate
USA Today Bestseller! A hilarious action/adventure thriller that can be read as a standalone! Tina St. Claire was finally
happy with her life until her older sister, Riley, suddenly disappeared. Tina suspects Riley’s boss had something to do with
it, and sets out to get proof. Soon though, she inadvertently leads the danger back to her home, and the unexpected arrival
of an eerie stranger is more frightening than helpful, though he does eventually give her and Grandma Pearl a packet he
claims is from Riley. Prince Viper d’Rojah is not happy when he is sent on a special mission by his older brother Vox, King of
the Sarafin cat-shifters. He has handled tougher assignments in his sleep and just wants to get back to finding the traitors
trying to kill him and his family! Soon though, events spiral out of control and it’s all Viper can do to keep Tina and her guntoting grandmother alive. The question is, how is he going to survive when the women discover his plans to kidnap them?
Internationally acclaimed S.E. Smith presents a new action-packed story full of romance and mischief. Brimming with her
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signature humor, vivid landscapes, and beloved characters, this book is sure to be another fan favorite! Main Content: 188
(6x9) pages, 62,704 words

The Physiology of Marriage
Cassandra's Challenge
USA Today Bestseller! Twin dragons have been feared above all other dragon-shifters because of Barrack and Brogan, the
original twin dragons, who became murderously insane. Their new story begins with their death. Barrack and Brogan have
memories of their death – and it isn't a pleasant one. When the Goddess Aikaterina gives them a second chance at life –
and at finding their true mate – they are willing to do whatever it takes to change their destiny. What they didn’t expect is
that it would be so difficult! It turns out that their true mate is a human, a species they have limited knowledge about, from
a planet they have never visited. With time running out, it doesn't take them long to realize that this may be one battle that
will take all of their skills to win. Delilah Rosewater is haunted by dreams of her death. She doesn't understand why the
dreams feel so real, or why she knows that time is running out for her. Her frustration strengthens as she searches for the
one person she feels could understand her increasing panic - Sara Wilson. She is shocked when instead of finding Sara, she
comes face-to-face with two irritating men who claim to be from another world! Caught in an unexpected snowstorm in the
Appalachian Mountains, Delilah doesn't know what to think of the two men and their wild claims of a powerful Goddess,
alien worlds, and new destinies…. Main Content: 206 (6x9) pages, 65,949 words Internationally acclaimed S.E. Smith
presents a new action-packed story to transport readers out of this world! Brimming with her signature humor, vivid
landscapes, and beloved characters, this book is sure to be another fan favorite.

Victoria's Challenge
Psychology 2e
New York Times and USA TODAY Bestselling author of Science Fiction, Urban Fantasy, and Paranormal Romance brings
another action, adventure, and suspense-filled story to transport readers out of this world. Ella is the last of a dying breed of
humans that live hidden deep in the forests of Washington State. All of her life, she has heard horror stories about the
Others, the beasts that live beyond the safety of the mountains. In ancient times, humans and the Others lived together in
peace, but a great battle divided them and the shape-shifting species won the war. Ty Bearclaw, a grizzly shifter, is the
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curator at the Washington State Animal Sanctuary, Research, and Observation Center (WSASROC). A call from a rancher
about an unusual animal causing havoc along the borders of the National Forest brings him to the Olympic Mountain
National Park. Ty is furious when he discovers that the rancher has placed a trap to capture the creature on governmentprotected property. His shock soon turns to horror and confusion when he locates the wounded ‘animal.’ Ty finds more than
he expects when a human, thought to be extinct, turns up in the trap. What is even more confusing is his bear’s reaction to
the female. When word escapes about his discovery, Ty must fight to protect the unusual woman who is more than an
oddity – she is his mate! Can Ty keep Ella alive and safe from a shifter obsessed with adding her to his private collection?
Not only that, can he protect her when his own government threatens to take her away from him? More books in the More
than Human series: Ella and the Beast: More than Human Book 1 Additional series: Cosmos’ Gateway Lords of Kassis Magic,
New Mexico Dragon Lords of Valdier Dragonlings of Valdier Sarafin Warriors Curizan Warrior Marastin Dow Warriors Zion
Warriors Project Gliese 581g Breaking Free Second Chance Spirit Pass Dust Fairy Tale Paranormal; action; adventure;
fantasy; romance, s.e. smith; se smith; paranormal series; shapeshifters; human extinction. http://sesmithfl.com
https://www.facebook.com/se.smith.5

Psychobiology of Behaviour
The History of Cuba
Embrace the Romance
Jaguin's Love
Please be aware this book was previously released in Bound by Heat.Kirall was desperate. He was a Black Prime Dragoon,
the strongest and fiercest of his kind. He was returning home after defeating the Varana when a small planet's moon
triggered his Joining Heat. It shouldn't have been possible. He was right. Autumn was desperate. She was human, female
and struggling to survive. At twenty-two she was barely making ends meet. It's why she agreed to impersonate her
roommate as a waitress for the weekend at a private party. She believed the money would change her life. She was
right.Two unlikely people are brought together because of desperation. If they can find a way past the deceptions that
brought them together, they will change not only each other, but possibly the Universe as well.
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The Voyageur
Readers' Crown Finalist! A brash, kick-ass heroine with a hidden vulnerability and an arrogant king forced to be a slave Riley
St. Claire has always followed her own rules. When she discovers her employer’s secret, she has to leave town in a hurry or
end up buried with the dead guy she found, but when Riley is picked up by a passing trader from another world, she ends
up a little farther away than she intended. After the King of Sarafin, Vox d’Rojah, was captured and sold to a mining
operation, the last thing he expected to find was his bride mate. Vox isn’t sure which would be easier: another war with the
Valdier or holding on to the human who will be his Queen. Fighting pirates, traders – and Riley – this will be one heck of an
escape! Internationally acclaimed S.E. Smith presents a new action-packed story full of romance and adventure. Brimming
with her signature humor, vivid landscapes, and beloved characters, this book is sure to be another fan favorite! Main
Content: 242 (6x9) pages, 87,050 words

El corazón de una guerrera
Victoria Lynn Chamberlain at two, she was abducted by an alien race, the Regulians. At nine, her world literally exploded
when the Regulians returned, destroying Earth. She and her aunt were the only survivors thanks to another alien race, the
Carinians. Now she's eighteen, a new graduate from their top medical school, and is ready to claim her life mate, Lucas. The
handsome Carinian pilot that saved her all those years cycles ago. Major Lucas Matthew Zafar was decorated pilot for the
Coalition, who has worked hard for every promotion and earned every decoration, despite his father being High Admiral.
Nine cycles ago, he crashed on an alien world and discovered his life mate, a nine-cycle girl with flame-red hair and
sparkling, green eyes. She captivates everyone around her with her strength and determination. She is his world or will be
once she grows up. When he's injured in an explosion, he discovers that his wait is finally over for Victoria has more than
grown up. Together they discover what it truly means to be life mates. That it is about doing what is best for the other even
if it is not the best for you. That you have to do more than just love, you have to trust and be willing to sacrifice the things
you never thought you would. Moreover, if you are lucky, and the ancestors are watching over you, you just might get
everything you've ever dreamed of.

Rylin's Fire
Solo se les permite vivir a los Marastin Dow más despiadados, y Evetta y Hanine han asesinado a suficientes de los suyos
para seguir vivas, pero ansían desesperadamente una vida diferente… así que están planeando cuidadosamente una
revolución. Tras conocer a los dos extraños y encantadores hermanos humanos que luchan por permanecer con vida entre
los Dow, las hermanas llegan a un acuerdo: se los llevarán con ellas cuando el caos empiece de verdad. ¿Quién dice que no
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se puede tener un felices para siempre en mitad de una guerra? La internacionalmente aclamada S.E. Smith presenta una
nueva historia llena de acción, aventuras y romance. Rebosante de su humor característico, vívidos paisajes y personajes
encantadores, ¡te aseguramos que este libro se convertirá en otro de los favoritos de sus fans!

A Tagalog English Dictionary
The Magic Shell
A Hero with Attitudeand Antlers Damn it, a man had his pride and a caribou a certain majestic presence, all of which could
wind up ruined if he abased himself to play a simple-minded reindeer in the town’s Christmas parade. No way was he
wearing damned tinsel in his antlers. Like hell was he sporting a red nose and pulling a sleigh. But he changes his mind
when he meets the woman in charge of the event. Single mom, Crystal, is doing her best to offer her daughter the best
Christmas ever. It’s their first in Kodiak Point, and she’s not about to let some vain jerk ruin it for her little girl. If playing
dirty is what it takes…then bring on the Christmas games. As Crystal and Kyle butt heads—and lips—they discover more
than goodwill this holiday season. They’re gifted with a second chance at love. Welcome to Kodiak Point, where the wildlife
might wear clothes, but animal instinct rules the heart. # 1 Kodiak's Claim , #2 Outfoxed by Love, #3 Polar Bared , #3.5
Caribou's Gift, #4 Wolf's Capture, #5 Grizzly Love Genre: paranormal romance, werewolf romance, shapeshifter romance,
fantasy romance, alpha male, bear romance, military romance, humorous romance, comedy romance, Alaska romance

The Dragonlings' Very Special Valentine
An alien warrior discovers his mate close to death and will do whatever it takes to heal her, even if it means setting her
free.

Twin Dragons
Pearl's Dragon
Cara Truman is a pint-size pistol whose inquisitive nature has gotten her into trouble on more than one occasion, but this
adventure took her farther than she ever expected – on a journey out of this world! Trelon Reykill thought he had his hands
full. A militant group of Curizans had captured his brother Zoran, and he was busy trying to fortify the Valdier defenses
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against the Sarafin Warriors, even as his dragon was roaring for him to find a mate. He was furious about the first, excited
about the second, and pissed about the last. The last thing he expected to find on the primitive planet his brother has taken
refuge on was his true mate. Now, he has a whole new set of problems… capturing Cara long enough to make her his. His
symbiot loves her, his dragon wants her, and he can’t catch her. On top of all that, someone is trying to kill her. Main
Content: 203 (6x9) pages, 71,274 words Internationally acclaimed S.E. Smith presents a new action-packed story full of
romance and adventure. Brimming with her signature humor, vivid landscapes, and beloved characters, this book is sure to
be another fan favorite!

The Life of Cardinal Wolsey
Ross Galloway is more than ready for a new life away from Yachats, Oregon. All he needs for his plans to fall into place is a
little money and a lot of luck. He gets his break when he discovers something out of this world on one of his dives – a reallife mermaid. His plans to cash in on his discovery don’t work out quite the way he’d planned when the mermaid gives him
an unexpected gift – a magic shell. Swept overboard by the spell contained within the shell, Ross surfaces in a strange,
bizarre world. Princess Gem LaBreeze is an Elemental, a powerful species that can control the elements. Transformed to
stone to protect her from the evil threatening the Isle of the Elementals, she is awakened by a man from another world – a
stranger who is as arrogant and uncouth as he is unpredictable. Gem and Ross, forced together in a desperate race against
time, learn that opposites can attract and that sometimes the roughest surface hides the tenderest of hearts. Can an
unlikely hero and a lone woman survive the traps set to stop a destructive alien creature that has been unleashed, or will
the Isle of the Elementals fall back into the ocean and disappear beneath the waves forever? Internationally acclaimed S.E.
Smith presents a new action-packed story full of adventure and romance. Brimming with her signature humor, vivid scenes,
and beloved characters, this book is sure to be another fan favorite!

The Martyrdom of Madeline
An astonishingly rich oral epic that chronicles the early history of a Bedouin tribe, the Sirat Bani Hilal has been performed
for almost a thousand years. In this ethnography of a contemporary community of professional poet-singers, Dwight F.
Reynolds reveals how the epic tradition continues to provide a context for social interaction and commentary. Reynolds’s
account is based on performances in the northern Egyptian village in which he studied as an apprentice to a master epicsinger. Reynolds explains in detail the narrative structure of the Sirat Bani Hilal as well as the tradition of epic singing. He
sees both living epic poets and fictional epic heroes as figures engaged in an ongoing dialogue with audiences concerning
such vital issues as ethnicity, religious orientation, codes of behavior, gender roles, and social hierarchies.
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Dagger's Hope
Cassandra Chamberlain always stood out. It was hard not to at 6'1" and 165 pounds with jet black hair and sapphire blue
eyes. And if that wasn't enough, she was also brilliant, having graduated from Harvard at 15, taught at MIT at 19 and been
nominated for the prestigious Magellan Award at 25. But she'd never really fit in. Not with her peers, not with her
contemporaries, only with her family. But everything changed when Earth was attacked. Cassandra and her niece, Victoria,
were the only survivors. Suddenly, the smartest woman on the planet had to relearn everything. Everything she believed to
be true was challenged and she had to learn to survive not only for herself but for Victoria because someone wanted them
dead. Admiral William Zafar is the youngest Admiral ever in the Coalition of United Planets Fleet and the hero of the Battle
of Fayal. At 7'1," he's 325 pounds of Carinian male in his prime who is feared and respected throughout the Fleet. He is a
Royal from the House of Protection, carrying its birthmark and considers its King one of his oldest friends. But when the
Regulians destroy a previously unknown planet leaving only two survivors, he found he was willing to risk everything to
protect the woman he loves from the Regulians and the Carinian traitor who wants her dead.

Diderot and the Encyclopaedists
USA Today Bestseller! The Valdier, Sarafin, and Curizan Lords had children who just cannot stop getting into trouble! There
is nothing as cute or funny as magical, shapeshifting kids, and nothing as heartwarming as family. When Ariel mentions
another human holiday, the women get excited. They aren’t the only ones, though. The Dragon Lords and their friends
decide they want to be part of the planning this time. Things get a little out of hand when the men begin competing with
each other to create the best Christmas ever for the dragonlings, Roam, and Alice. While telling the children tales of St.
Nick, Rudolph, Frosty, and the Old Dragon of the Mountain, they try to light up the palace like never before and turn it into
the new North Pole. Just when the women think they have everything under control, panic ignites when the children take it
upon themselves to search for the legendary dragon threatening to steal the Magic of Christmas! Now, their parents are in
a race to find the dragonlings before they lose them forever. Will they be able to find them and celebrate the magic of the
season or will the Dragon of the Mountain keep them hidden forever? Internationally acclaimed S.E. Smith presents a new
action-packed story full of mischief and adventure. Brimming with her signature humor, vivid scenes, and beloved
characters, this book is sure to be another fan favorite! {1. Parent Romance with brief explicit content. 2. Family Life – Kids’
Adventures. 3. Fantasy. 4. Paranormal – Shifters. 5. Holiday. 6. Novella. 7. Science Fiction}

Dragon Lords of Valdier Boxset
The book provides a comprehensive reference on the neurobiological understanding of behaviour, how behaviour is
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regulated by the brain, and how such behaviours in turn influence the brain. The work offers an introduction to neural
systems and genetics/epigenetics, followed by detailed study of a wide range of behaviours – temperament and personality,
instincts and drives, memory and cognitive function, sex and sexual differentiation, ethology and evolutionary biology,
aging, drug abuse and other problematic behaviors, psychophysiology and ultimately the links to biological psychiatry and
psychopharmacology. Research findings on the neural basis of social behaviour are integrated across different levels of
analysis, from molecular neurobiology and neural systems/behavioural neuroscience to fMRI imaging data on human social
behaviour. The content covers research on both normal and abnormal behaviours, as well as developmental aspects. The
target audience includes psychiatrists, neurologists, nurses, psychologists and all researchers and advanced students in
behavioural, social and developmental neuroscience, as well as clinical neuroscientists.

Ella and the Beast
USA TODAY Bestseller! Two novellas in one book: Pearl's Dragon You are never too old for love! Pearl is the grandmother
most people want to hide. There is one dragon-shifting warrior who is happy to kidnap her. Internationally acclaimed author
S.E. Smith presents another scorching hot story sure to become one of your favorites! Asim Kemark has lived a long, lonely
life. It is his pledge to his former king and to Mandra Reykill that keeps him, his dragon, and his symbiot from going mad. He
has given up on finding his true mate and devotes himself to caring for the wide assortment of creatures on Mandra and
Ariel's mountain retreat. The last thing he expects to happen when he visits the palace is to lose control of his dragon and
his symbiot after they sense their true mate. Before he knows it, he has kidnapped her! Pearl St. Claire is enjoying a new
adventure - learning to live on an alien planet. As a mature woman in her sixties, she thought she had experienced just
about everything life could throw at her - only to discover she hasn't really experienced anything yet! She is both amused
and exasperated when one of the dragon-shifting aliens kidnaps her, believing she is his true mate. Life is no longer boring
or lonely as Asim courts the enchanting and spirited, human woman, but he isn't the only one who has noticed Pearl or the
unusual animals under his care. When poachers attack, determined to steal the exotic creatures under his protection including Pearl and a new clutch of alien eggs from Earth - he will do everything he can to protect them. Can one dragon
keep the most precious creatures under his care safe, or will he lose the biggest battle of his life? Romance (love, explicit
sexual content, older couple) | Fantasy | Paranormal – Shifters, Magic | Science Fiction (Aliens) | Novella **Pearl's Dragon
was originally released in the Embrace the Romance: Pets in Space 2 Anthology. The Great Easter Bunny Hunt: A
Dragonlings of Valdier short story Alien eggs can only mean one thing - an adventure! A pile of unusual eggs leads to an
exciting Easter egg hunt for the kids and the adults alike in this delightful holiday tale. The children must work together to
recover Jabir's coveted eggs after the Great Easter Bunny is caught taking them away. Can the Dragonlings and their
besties save the day? Parent Romance with brief explicit content | Family Life – Kids’ Adventures | Fantasy | Paranormal –
Shifters, Magic | Holiday | Novella | Science Fiction - Aliens Internationally acclaimed S.E. Smith presents 2 action-packed
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stories full of romance and adventure. Brimming with her signature humor, vivid scenes, and beloved characters, this book
is sure to be another fan favorite! Main Content: 42,593 words, 138 (6x9) pages

Abducting Abby
The creation and utilization of the International Space Station (ISS) is a milestone in space exploration. But without the
Space Shuttle, it would have remained an impossible dream. Assembling and Supplying the ISS is the story of how, between
1998 and 2011, the Shuttle became the platform which enabled the construction and continued operation of the primary
scientific research facility in Earth orbit. Fulfilling an objective it had been designed to complete decades before, 37 Shuttle
missions carried the majority of the hardware needed to build the ISS and then acted as a ferry and supply train for early
resident crews to the station. Building upon the decades of development and experience described in the companion
volume Linking the Space Shuttle and Space Stations: Early Docking Technologies from Concept to Implementation, this
book explores • a purpose-built hardware processing facility • challenging spacewalking objectives • extensive robotic
operations • undocking a unmanned orbiter The experience and expertise gained through these missions allows space
planners to improve space construction skills in advance of even more ambitious plans in the future.

Heroic Poets, Poetic Heroes
Book 1: Abducting Abby The beginning of an epic saga! Discover new worlds, clashes of cultures, schemes of power,
revenge, rescues, and above all, hope…. Abby Tanner was content to live on her mountain creating works of art and
enjoying the peace and quiet until a golden space ship crash lands with the King of the Valdier inside, desperately hurt.
Zoran Reykill knew he had to find a safe place to heal after he escapes from a Curizan military post. When his symbiosis
Mothership takes him to an unknown planet he finds more than he expects – he finds his true mate. The only problems are
Abby doesn’t understand a thing he says and the local sheriff wants her, too. Book 2: Capturing Cara Cara Truman is a pintsize pistol whose inquisitive nature has gotten her into trouble on more than one occasion, but this adventure took her
farther than she ever expected – on a journey out of this world! Trelon Reykill thought he had his hands full. A militant
group of Curizans had captured his brother Zoran, and he was busy trying to fortify the Valdier defenses against the Sarafin
Warriors, even as his dragon was roaring for him to find a mate. He was furious about the first, excited about the second,
and pissed about the last. The last thing he expected to find on the primitive planet his brother has taken refuge on was his
true mate. Now, he has a whole new set of problems… capturing Cara long enough to make her his. His symbiot loves her,
his dragon wants her, and he can’t catch her. On top of all that, someone is trying to kill her. Book 3: Tracking Trisha Trisha
Grove enjoyed her job as a pilot for Boswell International but realized something was still missing from her life—her family.
She was ready to call it quits and head back home to Wyoming where her father lives, when her last flight for Boswell
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ended with an unplanned trip out of this world. Trisha isn’t sure at first what is real and what isn’t, but she is determined to
get back to her dad no matter what it takes. Kelan Reykill is the fourth son in the royal line of Valdier. Commander of the
V’ager, one of the largest Valdier warships, he prides himself on his strict self-discipline, his ability to remain in command in
any situation, and his skill at handling any challenge. That is, until he meets a stubborn human female from the primitive
planet his older brother sought refuge on. Internationally acclaimed S.E. Smith presents a new action-packed story full of
romance and adventure. Brimming with her signature humor, vivid landscapes, and beloved characters, this book is sure to
be another fan favorite! Main Content: 644 (6x9) pages, 224,694 words
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